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Q&A websites compile useful knowledge through user-generated questions and responses. Many Q&As use
collaborative tagging systems to improve search and discovery while distributing the work of categorizing and
organization throughout the community. Although early work on collaborative tagging questioned whether
consistent categorization schemes could emerge from large groups with li�le to no coordination, empirical
studies have found surprising coherence among users’ tags. We build on this research by testing whether
coherence emerges in tag usage on Q&As, a more challenging context, focusing in particular on mismatches
in the speci�city of tags (basic level disagreement). We found that some users shi�ed toward more speci�c
tag usage over time slightly increasing con�ict, but that moderators were instrumental in helping to resolve
some of this con�ict. �is study highlights the importance of learning and moderation in the development of
coherence in collaborative tagging systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Online question and answer communities (Q&A) have become important sites of knowledge sharing
and creation. Knowledge seekers on these sites post questions to be seen by other community
members, who reply in the form of comments and answers to provide relevant experience, speci�c
solutions, and links to outside information and resources. �e scope and topics of these Q&As
range from everyday concerns to highly specialized and technical issues; these communities o�en
generate solutions in a ma�er of minutes [27]. By asking and answering individual questions, these
sites and their dedicated communities of experts have created rich content of lasting value [2, 32].

Successful Q&As have become repositories of knowledge with millions of questions and answers.
Stack Over�ow, a prominent example, has over 24 million answers to 16 million questions1. Tags
are one way that users si� through this volume of information. When tags are integrated into
platform tools, they can be used to �lter and retrieve relevant content; on Stack Over�ow tags can
be used to set noti�cations, personalize the question feed appearing on the homepage and search
1h�ps://stackexchange.com/sites?view=list#tra�c
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for speci�c content. Tags are also used internally for the algorithms that generate lists of related
questions2.

Collaborative tagging systems allow sites to distribute work of categorization across the entire
community. Collaborative tagging systems became popular in the early 2000s with the creation of
social bookmarking sites, such as del.icio.us and CiteULike, introduced to label and organize content.
�ese systems have now been adopted by many sites to help organize large online repositories
(e.g. photos on �ickr; questions on Stack Over�ow). For example, on Stack Over�ow question
askers when posting a question are asked to apply one to �ve relevant tags to describe their
question. Collaborative tagging systems empower users to actively participate in the organization
of community content and distribute the e�ort of categorization content across many users. As a
result more content can be labeled, making it (hopefully) easier to discover.

While tagging a document may seem relatively easy, prior work suggests that tagging actually
involves a complex set of cognitive tasks [10]. When tagging is done with others in a collabora-
tive tagging system it involves sharing and negotiating concepts across many di�erent people.
Researchers have described collaborative tagging both as a collective sensemaking [14] and an
example of a distributed cognitive system [10]. In categorizing a document individuals may develop
a be�er sense of how the information in a document is related to nearby knowledge [14, 36, 42].
By sharing tags individuals externalize and share their internal categories.

Con�ict can arise in tag usage when individuals have di�erent concepts and categories [14].
However con�icts can also be resolved organically if individuals adopt the most popular tags and
learn from each other [10]. While prior work has focused on the organic resolution of con�icts,
in this study we also consider the active intervention of moderators tasked with overseeing user
behavior in these online communities.

To summarize, collaborative tagging has been adopted by some Q&As to make it easier to label,
organize, and �nd content. �is feature distributes the work of tagging, but in order for tags to
be consistently applied it requires overcoming di�erences in categorization across individuals. In
this paper we investigate the consistency of tag usage in 5 Q&A communities that use the Stack
Exchange platform. In the �rst part of the paper we investigate whether users naturally tend
toward more consistent usage over time as would be expected if users were assimilating conceptual
structures [10]. In the second part of the paper we investigate whether moderators intervene to
make tag usage more consistent. �e Stack Exchange platform allows moderators to add, remove,
and replace tags on questions. Researchers have found that content organization, which included
adding and removing tags (as well as other actions like merging questions and linking between
questions) was an important function that moderators performed [8].

�e contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we replicate and extend prior work which has
investigated whether tag usage stabilizes over time (e.g. [7, 14]) by studying collaborative tagging
in a new context (i.e., Q&As) using a di�erent method. In addition, we extend this prior work
to consider how deliberate e�orts on the part of moderators impact consistency in tag usage.
Second, by investigating the role moderators play in “�xing” tag usage we add to a body of work on
moderation in online peer-production communities. Previous work on moderation has focused on
how moderators regulate user behavior (e.g. [13]) and ensure high quality work (e.g. [21, 22]); in
this paper we investigate whether moderators help to align mismatches in representations across a
community.

2�e following pages describe relevant features on Stack Over�ow, some methods were updated July 2018 a�er the collection
period. However, methods remain similar in function: h�ps://meta.stackexchange.com/questions/312180/favorite-tags-is-
now-tag-watching, h�ps://stackover�ow.com/help/searching, h�ps://meta.stackexchange.com/questions/20473/how-are-
related-questions-selected
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�is work highlights the challenges and opportunities for supporting complex, interdependent
work involving sensemaking using a model of collaboration that involves a large number of users
making contributions with li�le to no coordination.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Collaborative Tagging Systems
Collaborative tagging systems build on the long-time practice of using keywords to describe and
label content, standard in most libraries and repositories [14, 26]. However, collaborative tagging
systems democratize the role of categorization. In place of a central authority, collaborative tagging
systems allow everyone in the community to generate tags and label documents. Across a variety
of sites tags have been used to organize many types of entities including pictures (e.g., Flickr [29]),
websites (e.g., del.icio.us [6, 14]), scholarly references (e.g., CiteULike [33]), and movies (e.g., Movie
Lens [38]).

Users are motivated to use tags online for two dominant reasons: to provide organization and as
a social activity [29]. On task oriented sites, tags serve organizational functions, such as retrieval,
discovery, and sharing. On other sites, tags also serve social functions, such as play, competition,
self-presentation, and opinion expression. Tags, incorporated as hashtags in social media, have
also become novel symbols for communication and expression [20, 31].

Most prior work on collaborative tagging systems has focused on tags for organization. Creating
and applying tags in order to organize content requires the cognitive process of categorization
[10, 11]. By applying a tag to an entity a user is asserting that that entity is related to other
entities with the same tag, that they belong in the same category. Human categorization is a basic
cognitive process in which we group ideas and objects together based on shared characteristics
[35]. Categories help us understand objects and ideas be�er. Prior work has examined, whether
tags are applied accurately [39] and consistently [14, 16, 43]; and whether users are in�uenced by
others’ tags [11].

2.2 Conflicts in Categories and Tags
Collaborative tagging has the potential to surface con�ict and divisions in understanding that
exists between users. Researchers have argued that the collective aspect of these tagging systems
may exacerbate existing problems in individual categorization [14]. Human categories have fuzzy
boundaries [30], which means that non-prototypical objects may not �t cleanly into existing
categories. In addition, some objects may belong in more than one category. Individuals’ personal
experience, expertise, and current knowledge structures a�ect how they form categories, resulting
in di�erences in categorization across di�erent users. �us, a central concern of using collaborative
tagging systems has been that “no coherent categorization scheme [will] emerge” because tagging
is done by a large and open population of users whose work is only loosely coupled [16].

Golder and Hubberman [14] describe three major con�icts in tagging that might emerge.
• Polysemy: Users might use the same tag to describe di�erent categories. For example,

“pepper” might mean “bell pepper” for one user and “black pepper” for another.
• Synonymy: Users might apply di�erent tags for the same concept. For example, “chilies”

and “chili-peppers”.
• Basic level variation: Users might apply tags with di�erent levels of speci�city. For

example, a question about very hot peppers might be tagged “chili-peppers” but also
“carolina-reaper” (a particularly hot variety).

In the current study, we focus on con�ict that arises from basic level variation. Early foundational
work in cognitive science found that people tend to agree on what level of categorization is most
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appropriate and informative; these are known as the “basic level” categories [35] (e.g. “cat”).
However, later work showed that people with more domain expertise tend to use subordinate-level
categories compared to people with less expertise; as people gain domain experience they develop
more di�erentiated concepts [40] (e.g. a groomer might use “Persian cat”).

2.3 Agreement in Categories and Tags
�ough tagging con�icts are a real concern, researchers have also proposed several countervailing
mechanisms which might drive community members towards more consistent usage. Two of the
most important are imitation and learning.

Early models assumed that in tagging, as in language, individuals would imitate the way that
others used a tag (e.g. [6, 11, 14]). Golder and Huberman [14] showed that tagging behavior on
del.icio.us re�ected what you would expect if users were in�uenced by what tags others had applied
to a bookmark when they themselves tagged that same bookmark. �ey showed that behavior
was consistent with the expectation of Polya’s urn, a model which suggests that the likelihood
of a user applying a tag is based on the existing distribution of tags. Similarly Ca�uto, Lorento,
and Pietronero [6] found that behavior on CiteULike could be explained by the Yule-Simon Model
which assumes users are heavily in�uenced by currently used tags (i.e. “rich-get-richer”). In an
experiment, Fu and colleagues [11] found that when individuals could not see what tags others
used they tended to use di�erent tags, but when they could see what tags others used they tended
to use similar tags.

In addition to imitation, others have suggested that users may adopt similar tags due to learning
(e.g. [10, 24]). Fu [10] describes the development of shared meaning through tags. He argues
that collaborative tagging is an example of distributed cognition, in which cognitive processes are
distributed across di�erent users and across tools in the environment. Under his theoretical model,
in the explore phase users seek out content on a site exploring and navigating using their own
internal representations and the tags. Users start out without a fully formed understanding of the
knowledge space. In the re�ne phase, users re�ne and enrich their understanding of the information
based on the content that they have explored and the tags that they have used to navigate this
content; in the process they update their internal representations. �us, when users create new
tags or use existing tags to label documents their choices re�ect their internal representations as
well as the knowledge they gained from others through using the external representations (i.e.
tags). Fu’s [10] theoretical model of iterative cycles of exploring and re�ning explain how the use
of shared tags can lead to the assimilate conceptual structures across many people.

2.4 Stabilization of Tags
Empirical studies on tag usage have shown that communities stabilize on a consistent vocabulary
of tags. �e frequency of tags applied to the same bookmark stabilized a�er the �rst 100 users
on del.icio.us [14]. Both [14] and [6] found tags followed a power law distribution, in which the
most frequently used tags were used much more frequently than infrequently used tags, suggesting
preference for some tags over others. �ey also showed that the statistical pa�erns of tag use
followed what would be expected if individuals were imitating currently used tags. Ley and
Seitlinger [24] found that the rate at which new tags were created declined over time among
students using a social bookmarking system for class assignments, suggesting stabilization. �ey
also found that students began using speci�c tags at higher rates, suggesting that as students
developed more domain expertise they exhibited a basic level shi� in categorization.
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2.5 Moderation in Online Communities
Prior work has not examined the role of moderation on tagging behavior, despite the ubiquitous
adoption of moderation in online communities. Governance–the policies, guidelines, and rules that
dictate behavior on a site–is an important a�ribute of online communities [23, 34]. Moderators are
users who are given special privileges in an online community and tasked with enforcing these rules,
regulating user behavior, and generally promoting good content. Moderators help communities
succeed by facilitating positive interactions between users, discouraging anti-social behavior, and
se�ing standards for work quality [12, 13, 17]. �rough editing, moderators improve content and
encourage be�er quality work [2, 9]. Prior work has focused on the impact of moderation on user
behavior, coordination of work, and work quality, less a�ention has been paid to the impact of
moderation on aligning mental models and representations across a community.

3 CURRENT STUDY
In the current study we investigate how users apply tags to questions on �ve technical Q&A
sites that are part of the Stack Exchange Network (SE) which also includes Stack Over�ow. As
task-oriented sites, tags on SE Q&As focus on describing the topic of a question. For technical
Q&As these o�en include programming packages and languages (e.g., r, python, spss), commonly
used methods and functions (e.g., machine-learning, hypothesis-testing, clustering), and technical
terms and concepts (e.g., con�dence-interval, sampling).

Q&As are important sites for knowledge sharing, knowledge production, and learning [2, 27, 32].
We focus on tagging behavior on Q&As for a few reasons. First, given the massive volume of
content on Q&As, �nding relevant knowledge is of paramount importance, and tagging is the main
organizational tool on SE and other Q&As like �ora. On SE, a post’s tags are used for core features
including noti�cation, �ltering, and search. Second, Q&As are learning communities which means
that there is mix of experts and novices. From prior work we know individuals at di�erent levels of
expertise may have di�erent basic level categories [40], which may create more con�ict in Q&As
than on other sites.

Although, not unique to Q&As, there are two other advantages to studying tagging on SE. One,
prior work has studied tag stabilization over time by examining changes in site level tag vocabulary
(e.g., [24]) and/or changes in tags applied to a speci�c entity, such as a particular bookmark (e.g.,
[14]). �e former approach does not examine whether users consistently apply the same tags to
the same entity since it focuses on global usage. �e la�er approach does not examine whether
users are able to apply the same tags to related but di�erent entities, which is a harder task. Q&As
allow us to study this more di�cult problem by examining whether users apply the same tags to
a set of questions on the same topic. Two, like many other online communities, SE Q&As have
adopted a moderation system, so that users with su�cient experience are given the privilege of
adding, deleting, and replacing tags assigned to a question. �is allowed us to examine whether
deliberate intervention by moderators improved tag consistency.

3.1 Tag Consistency
In order to conceptually replicate and extend prior work, such as [14], in this study we examined
whether users were consistent in the tags that they applied to topically related, but di�erent entities.
More speci�cally, we focused on whether users consistently applied tags at the same level of
speci�city, since basic level category disagreements are known to occur between users of di�erent
levels of expertise and Q&As have a mix of experts and novices. Tags are consistent when di�erent
questions about a related topic (e.g., questions about Persian cats) are given the same tag, regardless
of whether the preferred tag is more speci�c (e.g., ‘persian-cat’) or less (‘cat’).
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We made two predictions, one based on a weaker interpretation of prior work and the other on
a stronger interpretation.

For the �rst prediction, we assumed that there would be some initial con�ict in tag usage, with
some users preferring the general version of a tag and others using a more speci�c term. We
expected that this level of con�ict would get slighlty be�er or remain about the same over time
because some users would continue with their preferred tag while others users might imitate the
most popular version of the tag.

Prediction 1A: For questions on a particular topic Q&A users will tend toward slightly more
consistent usage of tags over time.

Our second prediction concerns the role that learning plays in reducing tag con�ict, based on the
idea that more knowledgeable users can be�er di�erentiate concepts and hence use more speci�c
tags. �us, we expected that tag use for a set of related questions would become more consistent
and more speci�c over time (e.g., a speci�c version of a tag was used 40% of the time in year 1 and
70% of the time in year 7).

Prediction 1B: For questions on a particular topic Q&A users will tend toward using more
speci�c versions of tags over time.

3.2 E�ect of Moderation on Tag Consistency
In the current study, we investigated the e�ect of moderation on consistency in tag usage. On
SE Q&As moderators are instructed to �x tags for a question if they believe that the question is
inappropriately tagged, however they are not speci�cally tasked with making tags consistent3.
Nonetheless we predicted that moderators would make tags more consistent for a few reasons.

First, we expected that moderators would themselves be more consistent in how they used tags.
Moderation privileges on SE Q&As (such as the ability to edit tags) are earned by asking and
answering questions. Moderators also o�en read and review many questions. �erefore moderators
can be expected to be more familiar with the site and have more domain expertise. As a group,
since moderators are likely to share high levels of expertise, they can be expected to prefer more
speci�c versions of tags as basic level categories. �us, we predicted:

Prediction 2: Moderators on Q&A communities will be more consistent in their use of general
and speci�c tag versions than regular users, preferring speci�c over general tags

Second, we expected that moderators would try to make tags more consistent in order to
standardize tag usage. Users discuss guidelines to make tag use more consistent on meta SE
Q&As–companion Q&A sites frequented by experienced users and used to discuss the operation
and governance SE sites. For example, on meta some users express the commonly held belief that
existing tags should be used instead of creating new tags4 and other users suggest ways to clean
up related tags5.

Prediction 3: Moderators on Q&A communities will intervene to shi� tag usage toward more
speci�c versions of tags.

4 METHOD
4.1 Community Selection & Description
Stack Exchange Inc. (SE) runs a network of over 150 Q&A communities. Several of these com-
munities have become important resources of knowledge in professional communities, including
3h�ps://stackover�ow.com/help/tagging
4h�ps://meta.stackexchange.com/questions/18878/how-do-i-correctly-tag-my-questions
5h�ps://cooking.meta.stackexchange.com/questions/2079/tag-cleanup-chilli-chili-chiles-pepper-peppers-peppercorn
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Table 1. Descriptive information of selected communities as of December 31, 2017

Community Creation Date Total �estions Total Users Selected Tag Pairs
Apple Aug. 17, 2010 86,102 186,184 32
Statistics July 19, 2010 113,913 146,004 128
Tex July 26, 2010 146,868 120,411 85
User Experience Aug. 9, 2010 24,950 82,469 5
Wordpress Aug. 11, 2010 82,538 99,303 6

StackOver�ow for so�ware developers, Cross Validated for statisticians and data scientists, and
MathOver�ow for academic mathematicians [1, 41]. We chose SE for our research site because it is
the largest Q&A platform in terms of monthly tra�c6, it employs collaborative tagging as the main
tool for organization, many of the core functions (e.g., noti�cations, �ltering, search) make use of
tags, and it provides moderation privileges, such as adding, removing, and replacing tags, to users
who demonstrate enough experience with the site.

In April of 2010 Stack Exchange changed the way new Q&As were created (known as Stack
Exchange 2.07). Prior to the change, individuals who wanted to create and operate a SE Q&A
has to pay based on tra�c to the site. A�er the change, creating Q&As was free and based on
community involvement and interest. All Q&As 2.0 or later went through the same community
building steps (e.g. discussion, proposal, commitment, beta). During this process the �rst set
of tags were developed by the community. We choose 5 SE Q&As with the goal of showing
generalizability across sites with di�erent users, tags, and topical focus, while controlling for as
much heterogeneity as possible (same technical platform, similar formation process, similar age,
similar type of topic). For this reason, we selected sites that were created right a�er the switch
to Stack Exchange 2.0 (similar formation process, similar age) and focused on technical topics, as
de�ned as topics involving programming, so�ware, or IT, because non-technical and technical
Q&As have di�erent user behavior [4]. Of the dozen or so sites that met these criteria we selected 5
Q&As on topics familiar to the authors of the paper, in order to ensure manual coding of tag pairs
was accurate. �e �nal �ve communities were: Apple, Stats (known as Cross Validated), Tex, User
Experience (UX), and Wordpress (Table 1).

On SE, Q&As users are given moderation privileges when they demonstrate su�cient experience
by accumulating 2,000 reputation points. Moderators can add, remove, or replace tags, and edit
titles, questions and answers8. Reaching this level may require substantial e�ort; users earn
reputation points when others in the community endorse their contributions as strong solutions
(+10 points/upvote) or interesting questions (+5 points/vote)9. Some moderators take an even more
active role in the governance of the site by participating in a site’s meta Q&A, a site used to discuss
guidelines, norms, and governance issues, including tags as well as many other issues.

As well as experience-based moderation, all communities also have a handful of administrator-
level moderators who are either elected by the community or appointed by Stack Exchange site

6h�ps://www.quantcast.com/top-sites/
7h�ps://stackover�ow.blog/2010/04/13/changes-to-stack-exchange
8Any user can suggest edits, but they are not visible until reviewed and endorsed by users with enough reputation points
(h�ps://stackover�ow.com/help/privileges/edit).
9h�ps://stackover�ow.com/help/whats-reputation
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operators. In addition to moderation privileges, these administrators are expected to undertake an
active role dealing with innapropriate content such as spam or low-quality responses10.

4.2 Data Collection
Data was collected using Stack Exchange Data Explorer from the start of each of the 5 Q&As
through 201711. We �rst collected aggregate information about tags, such as their frequencies and
co-occurrences on questions, in order to identify a set of tag pairs referring to the same concept at
di�erent levels of speci�city. Next we collected speci�c tag usage data across a set of questions
related to each tag pair.

We developed a method to identify pairs of tags from the �ve Q&As that represented hierarchically
nested categories, that is tags that referred to the same concept, but one tag more speci�c than
the other. Once identi�ed we could measure whether users tended to use the more general or
more speci�c version of the tag when labeling questions related to the concept. For example, a
question about paired t-tests might be tagged with the tag “t-test”, a more speci�c term, or the
tag “hypothesis-test”, a more general term. Either tag is an appropriate label for a question about
paired t-tests, and which tag is applied will depend on what the user considers to be the basic level
category.

Rather than exhaustively survey all tag pairs in search for all pairs that met our criteria we used
the principle of purposeful sampling, a technique common in qualitative research, to focus on
a large set of cases (i.e. tag pairs) which unquestionably met our criteria. To identify this set of
tag pairs we went through two phases: �rst we automatically �ltered the tag pairs to narrow the
potential set of pairs into a manageable number and from the �ltered results we manually coded
the pairs to identify pairs that exhibited the desired relationship (i.e. referred to the same concept,
one term more speci�c than the other).

Narrowing the set of tag pairs. In order to identify a set of potential tag pairs suitable for this study
we gathered all potential tag pairs per Q&A and then performed the following three operations to
narrow this pool. First we considered only tag pairs that were likely to be conceptually similar
as measured by cosine similarity scores between tag co-occurrence vectors. Second, we looked
at tags which had been demonstrated to be good substitutes for each other as indicated by the
fact a moderator had swapped out one tag for the other at least 5 times. Finally, we limited our
consideration to su�ciently common tags, those used at least 10 times. �ese �lters restricted the
intractably large set of all possible tag pairs to a set of plausible pairs, in the process we most likely
excluded some relevant pairs, however it met our goal of purposefully sampling (see limitations).
We explain the �rst step in more detail below.

In the �rst step above, we identi�ed tags representing a similar concept by taking advantage
of their pa�erns of association. Tags which are similar to each other ought to be included on
questions with the same tags. For example, diagrams and technical-drawing are both used to label
questions asking about the construction of visuals in latex, and both frequently co-occur with
additional tags like tikz-pgf, 3D, engineering on the Tex Q&A. Based on this observation we can
assign each tag a co-occurence vector, in which each entry counts the number of questions in
which two tags overlapped. We then compared these vectors using cosine similarity, a standard
method for measuring similarity between vector representations [6, 15, 28, 37]. We limited our set
of tag pairs to those that had similarity scores in the top 10% for the Q&A. �is restricted our set of
tag pairs to a manageable number of pairs, which were more likely to be conceptually similar.
10See h�ps://stackover�ow.blog/2009/05/18/a-theory-of-moderation/ for more information on how moderation system
works in Stack Exchange communities.
11h�ps://data.stackexchange.com/
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Selecting specific/general tag pairs. As a �nal step to ensure that each tag pair exhibited the
desired relationship, the remaining tag pairs were manually coded. Initially, the �rst author coded
whether a given pair represented the same concept and then whether it exhibited a speci�c/general
relationship. �e second author reviewed the codes and the two authors discussed the disagreements
until they reached a consensus. �is resulted in 256 tag pairs across the �ve communities. Each tag
pair consists of two related concepts with one was more speci�c than the other. For example one tag
pair identi�ed in the Apple Q&A was (macos, yosemite). Both tags refer to the Macintosh operating
system; yosemite is more speci�c because it refers to a particular version of the operating system,
while macos is more general because it refers to multiple versions of these operating systems.

Once a set of tag pairs had been identi�ed we extracted tag usage information for each tag, such
as time of usage. More details are provided in the next section.

4.3 Statistical Analysis and Variables
�e primary level of analysis used for our statistical models was at the tag pair level. Each statistical
model included a repeated measures design. For Predictions 1A and 1B we examined tag usage
within a tag pair over multiple time periods (Years). For Prediction 2 we examined tag usage within
a tag pair across di�erent types of users (User Type). For Prediction 3 we examined tag usage before
and a�er moderation (Moderation Intervention). �e following describe our independent variables:

• Tag Pair ID - For each repeated measure analysis we grouped tag usage by tag pair and
included Tag Pair ID as a random e�ect. �is allowed us to control for di�erences between
tag pairs.
• Years - To measure change over time we grouped questions into half year increments. Time

was included as a quantitative predictor scaled as a fraction of a year (e.g. 0.5 for �rst half
year, 1 for second half year).
• User Type - We compared tag usage of question askers (general users) to three types of

moderators those elected as administrators (admin mods), those that communicated using
the formal communication back channel known as meta (meta mods), and others who had
moderators privileges (general mods). In order to make edits to tags moderators had to
earn 2000 reputation points.
• Moderator Intervention - We compared tag usage on questions before any moderation and

to a�er moderation.
We examined the e�ect of time and moderation on two measures of consistency in tag usage

included as dependent variables. Consistency Ratio was agnostic to whether users favored the
general or speci�c tag version within a tag pair. Users were considered consistent within a tag
pair and time period if they always used the same tag for a set of related questions. Users were
considered inconsistent if they used a mix of speci�c and general versions of the tag. Speci�city
Ratio measured the degree to which users favored the speci�c tag version over the general tag
version within a tag pair. To calculate each of these ratios for each tag pair we had to identify a set
of related questions that either of these tags could be applied to. For each tag pair we selected the
set of questions that included the text of the speci�c tag in the body of the question (e.g. t-test) and
were tagged with at least one of the two tags (e.g. t-test, hypothesis-test), so that the questions were
necessarily relevant to both tag versions. For each tag pair we calculated the number of questions
that had the speci�c tag only, the general tag only, or both speci�c and general tags binned by the
repeated measure (e.g. time period).

• Consistency Ratio - �e degree to which users use the same tag for a set of related questions.
De�ned as the absolute di�erence in the number of related questions tagged with the speci�c
tag versus the general tag divided by the number of related questions binned by the repeated
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measure (e.g. time period): |#Specif ici j−#Generali j |
#Totali j where i is the ith Tag Pair and j the jth

repeated measure. We only considered related questions in which users used one of the two
tags in the tag pair, since using only one of the tags is both partially consistent and partially
inconsistent with using both tags. For example, for questions about Yosemite Macintosh
operating system if users always only used the tag Yosemite the ratio would be 1, if users
always only used the tag MacOS the ratio would be 1, and if they used only Yosemite 75%
of the time and only MacOS 25% of the time (or the reverse) the ratio would be 0.5.
• Speci�city Ratio - �e degree to which users use the speci�c tag for a set of related questions.

De�ned as the total number of related questions tagged with the speci�c tag divided by the
number of related questions binned by the repeated measure (e.g. time period): #Specif ici j

#Totali j
where i is the ith Tag Pair and j is the jth repeated measure. We considered both related
questions tagged with speci�c tag only or speci�c and general tags as using the speci�c tag,
since in both cases users are labeling the question with the di�erentiated version of the
concept. For example, for questions about Yosemite Macintosh operating system if users
always included the tag Yosemite the ratio would be 1, if they always included only the tag
MacOS the ratio would be 0.

Given the repeated measure design to test each prediction we constructed linear mixed-e�ects
regression models using the lmerTest package in R [3, 19]. We included Tag Pair ID as a random
intercept to control this dependency in the data. In addition, we examined the e�ect of including
Tag Pair ID as a random slope for models examining consistency and speci�city over time, to test
the possibility that tag usage changed di�erently for di�erent tag pairs. �e random slope models
outperformed the models without random slopes, suggesting di�erences across tag pairs. For each
prediction we report the comparison of the model with random slopes. We also included Q&A ID
as a potential �xed e�ect, but found no signi�cant di�erence across Q&As.

5 RESULTS
5.1 Tag Consistency
We examined the degree to which users used tags consistently, whether users became more
consistent over time, and whether users became more speci�c in their tag usage over time.

For every tag pair we examined the degree to which users always used the same tag for a set
of related questions as measured by the consistency ratio. Table 3 summarizes the distribution of
consistency ratios at the beginning and end of the 7.5 period lifespan of the Q&As. We found that
users were o�en, but not universally consistent in which tag they used for a set of related questions.
At the beginning of the Q&As tags were used consistently for 85% of the tag pairs, somewhat
consistently for 6% of the tag pairs, and inconsistently for 9% of the tag pairs12.

5.1.1 Consistency over time. Next, we examined how consistency in tag use changed over time
by building a linear mixed e�ects model to evaluate the e�ect of years on consistency ratio for
each tag pair. We considered the possibility that the community might become more consistent
in their use of some tags. To test this possibility we evaluated a model with and without random
slopes for tag pairs. We found that the model with random slopes (AIC = -722.76, BIC = -686.48)
outperformed the model without random slopes (AIC = -489.71, BIC = -465.52) suggesting that the
Q&A users changed consistency in tag usage over time in di�erent ways for di�erent tag pairs.
Table 4 summarizes these di�erences, which we will return to a�er describing the main e�ect of
the model.
12For convenience we refer to consistency ratios between 1-0.75 to be consistent, 0.75-0.5 to be somewhat consistent, and
less than 0.5 to be inconsistent.
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Table 2. The results of the Linear Mixed E�ects models tracking changes in consistency and specificity over
time

Dependent variable:

Consistency Ratio Speci�city Ratio
Coef. (SE) Coef. (SE)

Intercept 0.86∗∗∗ (0.02) 0.41∗∗∗ (0.03)
Years −0.02∗∗∗ (0.01) 0.05∗∗∗ (0.01)
# Observations 3,720 3,720
# Tag Pairs 248 248
R2
condit ional 0.56 0.86

R2
marдinal 0.004 0.02

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

We expected that over time users would imitate the most popular tags for a given concept and as
a result tag consistency would get slightly be�er or at least stay the same (prediction 1A). We found
that the main results did not support this prediction. Instead we found that tag usage for a set of
related questions became less consistent over time (Coef. = -0.02, p < 0.01; See Table 2). Which
means that on average users were more likely to use the same tag for a set of related questions
at the beginning of the Q&A, than they were 7.5 years later. However, the degree to which the
consistency declined over time was relatively small. According to the model, consistency of tag
usage declined by around 2% per year during the 7.5 years the Q&A sites were active. At the
beginning 85% of tag pairs were consistent with a ratio between 0.75 and 1, by the end of the 7.5
years 74% were consistent.

�e average decline in consistency in tag usage was driven by a small percentage of the tag
pairs. Nakagawa and Schielzeth’s13 R2 suggested that the main e�ect of time explained only 0.4% of
variance in consistency ratios, whereas di�erence across tag pairs explained 56.2% of the variance
in consistency ratios. Table 4 shows that the largest decrease in tag consistency occurred for 11%
of the tag pairs (28 out of 248). Many tag pairs exhibited only modest change in consistency over
time and 2% of tag pairs increased in tag consistency.

5.1.2 Specificity over time. We examined how speci�city in tag usage changed over time by
building a linear mixed e�ects model to evaluate the e�ect of years on speci�city ratio for each
tag pair. As before, we found that a model with random slopes outperformed a model without
random slopes, suggesting that users changed speci�city in tag usage over time in di�erent ways
for di�erent tag pairs. Table 4 shows that speci�city increased for 76% of the tag pairs.

We expected that as the community and its members deepened their understanding of the
material and learned from each other that they would develop more di�erentiated concepts and
as a result shi� toward using more speci�c tags for similar questions (prediction 1B). We found
that the main results did support this prediction. As predicted we found that for a related set of
questions users used the speci�c version of a tag at greater frequencies over time (Coef. = 0.05,
p < 0.01; See Table 2). On average there was a 5% increases in speci�city per year. At the beginning

13Nakagawa and Schielzeth’s R2 is a commonly used pseudo R2 for mixed e�ects models
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Table 3. Frequencies of consistency and specificity ratios for the di�erent tag pairs

Consistency ratio 0-0.25 (%) 0.25-0.50 (%) 0.50-0.75 (%) 0.75-1 (%) Total
# pairs at the start 11 (4) 11 (4) 15 (6) 211 (85) 248
# pairs at the end 18 (7) 24 (10) 23 (9) 181 (74) 246 a

Speci�city ratio 0-0.25 (%) 0.25-0.50 (%) 0.50-0.75 (%) 0.75-1 (%) Total
# pairs at the start 135 (54) 13 (5) 11 (4) 89 (36) 248
# pairs at the end 73 (30) 17 (7) 23 (9) 133 (54) 246

aTwo tag pairs were used only once as original tags during 7 years hence excluded

Table 4. The distribution of rate of change over time (i.e. slopes) across the di�erent tag pairs

Consistency ratio (slopes) -0.21 to -0.11 -0.11 to 0 0 to 0.11 0.11 to 0.21 Total
# tag pairs 28 99 117 4 248
Speci�city ratio (slopes) -0.44 to -0.22 -0.22 to 0 0 to 0.22 0.22 to 0.44 Total
# tag pairs 1 59 163 25 248

only 36% of tag pairs used the speci�c version of the tag at high rates, by the end of the 7.5 years
54% of the tag pairs used the speci�c version of the tag at high rates (see Table 3).

�e rise of speci�c tags may help to explain our unexpected result for Prediction 1A. At the
beginning general tags were used more frequently, as some users shi�ed toward speci�c tags, there
was a greater mix of general and speci�c tags creating more con�ict. If the shi� toward speci�c
tags continues, over a longer time period we might observe improvement in tag consistency as
speci�c tags are used at higher rates than general tags.

5.2 E�ect of Moderation on Tag Consistency
5.2.1 Consistency across di�erent users. We examined whether moderators were consistent

and/or speci�c in their usage of general and speci�c variants of tags. We gathered sets of related
questions for each tag pair. For each set of related questions (and tag pair) we recorded tag usage for
original question authors (general users) and for any edits applied (grouped by type of moderator).
�ese records were used to calculate consistency and speci�city ratio per tag pair and user type and
entered into two mixed e�ects regression models with user type as the independent variable and
consistency or speci�city as the dependent variable. Tag pair ID was included as a random e�ect.

We expected that moderators would be more consistent in their tag usage than general users. �e
results showed that certain moderator groups did display more consistent usage than general users
(Table 5). General mods and admin mods were signi�cantly more consistent in their use of tags
than general users (Coef. = 0.15, p < 0.001; Coef. = 0.12, p < 0.01 respectively), whereas there was
no statistically signi�cant di�erence in the tag usage between meta mods and general users (Coef.
= 0.04, p = 0.11). On average general mods favored one version of the tag to the other 11:1, admin
mods favored one version 7:1, meta mods favored one version 7:1 and general users favored one
version 6:1. We expected that moderators might be more consistent than general users because they
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were more experienced and and involved in governance discussions. �is prediction was mostly
supported by the results in that we observed higher consistency ratios for all three moderator
groups which reached statistical signi�cance for all but one of these groups. �e di�erence in
consistency between meta mods and general users did not reach statistical signi�cance, which was
surprising because meta mods are mods most active in discussions of governance. �is suggests
that most gains in consistency are probably due to experience and not because of agreements
reached in discussion.

We also expected that moderators would be more speci�c in their usage of tags. One of the
primary reasons moderators were expected to be more consistent in their usage of general and
speci�c tag variants is because they are more experienced. Not only are moderators required to
have experience creating good question and answers, moderators also build up experience through
reading and reviewing many questions. In gaining experience moderators may develop more
di�erentiated concepts and would be predicted to favor more speci�c tag variants over general tag
variants. We examined the degree to which moderators favored speci�c tag variants compared to
general users (Table 5). All moderators used speci�c tag variants signi�cantly more than original
askers (General mods: Coef. = 0.14, p < 0.01; Meta mods: Coef. = 0.12, p < 0.01; Admin mods:
Coef. = 0.13, p < 0.01).

Table 5. The results of LinearMixed E�ects models comparing consistency and specificity betweenmoderators
and general users

Dependent variable:

Consistency Ratio Speci�city Ratio
Coef. (SE) Coef. (SE)

General users (intercept) 0.72∗∗∗ (0.02) 0.56∗∗∗ (0.02)
General mods 0.15∗∗∗ (0.03) 0.14∗∗∗ (0.03)
Meta mods 0.04 (0.03) 0.12∗∗∗ (0.03)
Admin mods 0.12∗∗∗ (0.03) 0.13∗∗∗ (0.03)
# Observations 725 725
# Tag Pairs 254 254
R2
condit ional 0.20 0.56

R2
marдinal 0.04 0.03

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

5.2.2 Impact of moderation on consistency. Next we examined the impact of moderators’ actions
on the collection of questions as a whole. When moderators change the tags associated with
questions, they change the consistency of tag usage across the collection of questions. We considered
the degree to which tags were used consistently before any moderator edits to the degree to which
tags were used consistently a�er all moderator edits. We predicted that moderators would improve
the consistency of tag usage. We gathered sets of related questions for each tag pair. We found
that moderators edited 17% of questions under study. For each set of related questions (and tag
pair) we recorded tag usage as originally applied to a question (before moderation) and tag usage
a�er all edits had been made (a�er moderation) and calculated consistency and speci�city ratio for
these two groups. �en we entered these numbers into two mixed e�ects regression models with
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moderation intervention as the independent variable and consistency or speci�city ratio as the
dependent variable. Tag pair ID was included as a random e�ect.

�e results showed that there was a small but signi�cant increase in tag consistency a�er
moderation (Coef. = 0.09, p < 0.01). A�er moderation the favored variant of the tag was used
10:1, whereas before moderation the favored variant of the tag was used only 6:1. In other words
before moderation on average we observed a consistency ratio of 0.72 and a�er moderation the
consistency ratio rose to 0.81. In total 3% of the variance in consistency across tag pairs could be
explained by the intervention of moderators.

Not only did we predict moderators would make tag usage more consistent, we also predicted
that they would shi� tag usage toward speci�c versions of tags (Table 6). �e results showed that
there was more use of speci�c tag variants compared to general tag variants a�er moderation than
before moderation (Coef. = 0.06, p < 0.01). Before moderation on average 56% of the questions
were tagged with the speci�c variant, a�er moderation this rose to 62%.

Table 6. The results of Linear Mixed E�ects models comparing consistency and specificity of tags before and
a�er moderation

Dependent variable:

Consistency Ratio Speci�city Ratio
(1) (2)

Intercept 0.72∗∗∗ (0.02) 0.56∗∗∗ (0.03)
Moderation 0.09∗∗∗ (0.02) 0.06∗∗∗ (0.02)
Observations 487 487
Tag Pairs 248 248
R2
condit ional 0.57 0.83

R2
marдinal 0.03 0.01

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

6 DISCUSSION
In this study, we investigated the degree to which SE Q&A users were consistent in how they used
tags, and the degree to which moderation helped to improve consistency. We analyzed basic level
disagreements by focusing on speci�c/general tag pairs from 5 Q&A communities over the span of
7.5 years. �e most important �ndings of this study are: 1) we found mild basic level disagreements
that resulted in low level inconsistency in tag usage, 2) moderation helped to reduce inconsistency
in tag usage, and 3) in contrast to prior work, tag usage became less consistent over time.

An optimistic perspective on these results suggest that the overall level of con�ict in basic level
categorization observed on these Q&As was minimal. On average there was 72% consistency before
moderation. Some level of inconsistency is inevitable, and the fact that initial consistency was so
good suggests high levels of pre-existing agreement in basic level categories; this could be due to
an initial shared understanding of categories and/or assimilation of categories and labels through
imitation and learning [10, 14]. Nonetheless, Q&As may bene�t considerably from reducing even
low levels of inconsistency. Q&As now serve as large repositories of knowledge that are important
resources for people in technical �elds like so�ware engineering [2, 27]. Tags can help as features
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in tools to �lter and �nd relevant content [29], and discovering exactly the right question can save
users valuable time and e�ort.

�e inconsistencies between general users were reduced by moderation. Moderation improved
consistency, raising the average consistency score 9% by smoothing out some disagreements in
basic level categories and creating more uniform representations. �is highlights the important
role moderation can play in knowledge production communities. At a minimum moderation
serves to ‘mop up’ inconsistencies. Moderators perform necessary chores by �xing minor errors in
organization, similar to menial chores performed by editors on Wikipedia [5]. More substantially,
moderators may help by imposing standardization that is di�cult to achieve with many people and
li�le to no coordination. Having one person provide a high level structure helps a crowd produce
artifacts that bene�t from a standardized vision [18, 25]. �is second role may be particularly
important in helping to create coherence. By making tags more consistent, moderators may be
pushing the community toward a shared understanding of the topic. And because moderation is
applied a�er content is initially tagged, it does not detract from the bene�ts of decentralization.
SE Q&As are rare in allowing and encouraging moderators to edit collaboratively generated tags;
other sites and online repositories might bene�t from adopting this form of moderation.

Unlike prior work we found that consistency in tag usage got worse over time rather than
remaining the same or improving (e.g. [14]). Collaborative tagging may be more challenging
in contexts in which it is more di�cult to develop a universal categorization scheme, such as
Q&As. Early work on collaborative tagging examined tagging on sites, like del.icio.us, CiteULike,
and �ickr (e.g. [6, 14]). �ere are a few di�erences between technical Q&As examined in this
study and other sites. First, Q&As are learning environments in which users ask questions to
be�er understand concepts and the material, which means that users tag questions before their
internal representations have stabilized. Second, the Q&As studied here focus on technical topics,
so that understanding and correctly tagging a question o�en requires highly specialized knowledge.
Together these two characteristics help to explain why tagging starts out with more general tags
that shi� toward more speci�c tags over time. Tag consistency may be a bigger problem for sites
that use tags to organize highly specialized knowledge and are made up of a community of novice
and expert users. �us, collaborative tagging may work be�er without intervention when it is used
to organize popular content (e.g., images, websites), than when it is used to organize specialized
content (e.g., tax, medical, legal information and resources) if these specialized sites a�ract a broad
cross section of people, including those trying to learn more about this specialized content.

In addition, previous work examined easier tagging problems. For example, Golder and Huberman
[14] examined the degree to which users were consistent in how they applied tags to the same
bookmark over time. For a categorization scheme to be e�ective it must be applied consistently
across related objects as well as the same object. In this study we test the harder case and �nd that
users have some di�culty staying consistent in their categorization across di�erent, but related
objects.

6.1 Design Implications
�e primary implication of this study is that more sites should allow and encourage moderators to
edit community generated tags. We found that moderators were able to improve tag consistency
across related questions by making lasting edits to some questions. Online communities have
mostly encouraged moderators to take on roles as gate keepers and enforcers. �ere may be bene�ts
to emphasizing the role moderators can play at standardizing content across a site. Few sites that
use collaborative tagging allow other users to edit tags once applied. Even sites in which tagging is
primarily personal and individualized might bene�t from this type of moderation. For example,
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multiple disparate conversations are created when users inadvertently use two di�erent versions
of a hashtag to refer to the same topic on Twi�er or Instagram.

�ere are also design choices and automatic tools sites could adopt to help a community resolve
tag con�icts organically. In implementing a collaborative tagging system site designers chose
whether or not to restrict the number of tags applied to an entity. For example, YouTube allows
unlimited number of tags, while Stack Over�ow restricts users to 5 tags. Restricting the number
of tags may create more tagging inconsistencies. If given the option to apply many tags, users
may apply tags at multiple levels of speci�city (e.g. ‘paired’,‘t-test’,‘hypothesis test’). If restricted
they will have to choose a particular level of speci�city and con�ict may arise when di�erent users
chose di�erent levels of speci�city (e.g., ‘t-test’ vs. ‘hypothesis test’). �us, many sites may bene�t
from not restricting the number of tags.

Sites may bene�t from having users build explicit models of relations between tags. For example,
by creating a taxonomic tree between hierarchically nested tags, such that a more speci�c tag like
the R package ‘ggplot2’ would be associated as a child of the more general tag ‘R’. Within the
taxonomy of tags basic level tags could be explicitely declared (e.g. ‘ggplot2’) which could help
users quickly learn which tag to apply. In addition, the taxonomy could be used for other functions
that made use of tags, such as search. �us, a user searching using a too general tag like ‘R’ could
still �nd questions that were tagged with more speci�c tags, such as a package name ‘ggplot2’. By
explicitely building and modeling hierarchical relations between tags site designers could help
resolve some ine�ciencies associated with basic level variation.

7 LIMITATION AND FUTUREWORK
�ere were several limitations of this study. First, we examined only one type of con�ict in
tagging, basic level disagreement, on one platform, Stack Exchange. Basic level disagreement is
one important type of con�ict, but there are many others (e.g. polysemy, synonyms) that result
from a large community of contributors who have di�erent mental models. We expect that some
of our �ndings, such as the increase in con�ict associated with a rise in speci�c tags, and the
value of moderators in �xing con�ict will generalize to other Q&A platforms and other sites with
highly specialized content that requires deep expertise (e.g., online sites with tax, legal, and medical
information and resources). However, we also expect that speci�c features of a site may have a
large impact on the degree of con�ict. For example, we argued above that restricting the number
of tags may increase basic level disagreement. Future research, should investigate basic level
disagreements in tags on a variety of sites with a range of di�erent features.

Second, we observed very small e�ects and a large amount of variance across tag pairs. Future
work is needed to investigate why there is more con�ict for some tag pairs and why con�ict gets
worse for some but not all tag pairs. One explanation, is that some concepts are harder to understand
and require more expertise; we may see more con�ict about these concepts. Another explanation
is that external factors, such as dynamic changes in user populations (and their expertise) also may
in�uence tag pairs di�erentially. Communities sometimes a�ract users with much more expertise
in some areas than others and the make up of the community can shi� over time. We used the
principle of purposeful sampling to select a set of tag pairs that met our criteria, in doing we
probably missed some relevant tag pairs and some of these tag pairs may exhibit di�erent pa�erns
over time.

�ird, we used a relatively crude and simplistic approach to identifying questions that we believed
should be similarly tagged. �is approach obscures a great deal of nuance in questions. It also
cannot rule out the possibility that the observed changes over time are due to changes in the nature
of the question, such as questions ge�ing more speci�c over time. We argue that it is important to
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evaluate consistency in tag use across multiple entities rather than simply looking at tags applied
to the same entity by multiple users. However, there may be be�er approaches to identifying
questions that should have the same tag.

8 CONCLUSION
Q&A websites compile useful knowledge through user-generated questions and answers. Col-
laborative tagging has been adopted by some Q&As to make it easier to label, organize, and �nd
content. We investigated whether users naturally tended toward more consistent tag usage over
time as would be expected if users were assimilating conceptual structures [10]. We found low level
inconsistency in tag usage that persisted and got slightly worse over time as some users shi�ed
toward more speci�c tags. We found that moderation helped to reduce inconsistencies. We argue
that there may be widespread bene�t to allowing moderators to edit tags.
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